BOHEMIA SUITES & SPA STAR TREATMENTS
RITUALS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
SIAM SPA THAI MASSAGE (THAILAND)
Thai Massage consist of interactively using the hands to do passive stretching
and create pressure along the body's energy lines, increasing flexibility,
working on muscle chains and balancing the body energy system. Thai massage
in our Siam Spa style is performed in the traditional way, wearing comfortable
silk clothes and be treated by our professional Thai therapist, who will utilize
deep stretches similar to Yoga and thumb-, elbow- and forearm-pressure to
relieve tension and relax muscles. This massage will increase flexibility of your
whole body, relieves blocked areas and gives a new sense of well-being.
The result is at the same time relaxing and stimulating!
60 MIN.: 99€ / 85 MIN.: 129€
PERM PALANG TRADITIONAL BALI MASSAGE (BALI)
Based on the healing expertise of the Balinese people, this full massage uses
energy point, palm pressure, stretching and effleurage techniques
combined with a specially blended oil to release the build-up of toxins
and to help purify the whole body. The wonderful mixture of essential oils
help to enhance the flow of liquids through the body whilst further
assists in the removal of toxins helping to re-balance the metabolism.
60 MIN.: 99€ / 85 MIN.: 129€

ZEN STONES (JAPAN, CHINA, ARABIA, HAWAII)
Inspired on the ancient healing and therapeutic traditions this Hot & Cold
Stones Massage is an amazing symbiosis of the massage's relaxing effects with
the benefits of the volcanic stones… Channels your energy and releases tension
promoting an overall feeling of liberation, wellbeing and comfort.
60 MIN.: 99€ / 85 MIN.: 129€
TRADITIONAL BACK SWEDISH MASSAGE (EUROPE)
Developed by Henrik Ling in 1830, the Swedish massage techniques involves
the systematic handling of the body's soft tissue, with the goal of toning the
muscles and providing well-being… the movements are based on four basic
foundations: Relaxing, heating the muscles, treating specific areas
and improving flexibility.
45 MIN.: 69€ / 60 MIN.: 99€ / 90 MIN.: 129€ (full body)
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY MASSAGE (CHINA)
This healing foot massage is highly recommended for those with tired legs
and feet. The massage aids in alleviating stress and boosting body
circulation. Ailments such as fatigue, low- energy levels, aches and pains can
be relieved with this pressure point foot massage.
45 MIN.: 69€ / 60 MIN.: 99€

ALOE VERA CANARIAN DELIGHT (CANARY ISLANDS)
An exotic and cooling body treatment which combines the softness of the sand
to eliminate the dry cells from your skin leaving a sensation of smoothness…
with the amazing effects of the original and genuine Canarian Aloe Vera gel
100% which promotes new skin cells regeneration and works as a natural
antioxidant and detox treatment.
After a long day in the sun, your skin deserves an ice cream
60 MIN.: 99€
MAPHRAO COCONUT OIL “MASSAGE DELICATESSEN”
Drift into southern Thailand delights when warm extra virgin coconut oil is
drizzled onto your head, neck and shoulders and a warm sesame and coconut
poultice is gently glided to massage, nourish, soothe and condition your skin.
Exhilarating sweet scents permeate your mind and nurture your soul.
60 MIN.: 99€
HAMMAN & ROSES “SIAM STYLE NOURISHING TREATMENT”
The kaffa gloves traditionally used in Turkey as a skin refiner, removes dead
cells, softens and invigorates your skin. Olive oil soap nourish while pure
Rose Damascene essential oil calms and soothes. The warm and steamy
ambience inside the Hamman will help to gently remove impurities while
nourishing the epidermis. Soft and luscious. The final touch with the beautifully
scented Bulgarian Rose Nourishing Body Lotion provides a sense of extreme
comfort for the whole body.
60 MIN.: 99€

